Oxford University Press Online Product Descriptions

African American Studies Center

The Oxford African American Studies Center provides students, scholars, and librarians with more than 20,000 articles by top scholars in the field. There are over 2,500 images and more than 700 primary sources with specially written commentaries. The Center also contains over 15,000 biographies ranging from sports greats Hank Aaron, R&B superstar Beyonce, and seventeenth-century Afro-Brazilian hero Zumbi. The Center provides educational resources for students, teachers and outreach professionals including lesson plans and teacher resources.

Product URL: www.oxfordaasc.com/
Product Description: oxfordaasc.com/page

American National Biography

American National Biography provide quick and easy access to over 19,000 biographies of people that have shaped American history. It includes 2,500 images, including 200+ portraits through the ANB’s partnership with Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery. Each article is written and signed by an historian who has conducted extensive research on the person. Has a daily email option that provides a life of the day article.

Product URL: www.anb.org/
Product Description: www.anb.org/page

Grove Art Online

Grove Art Online is the foremost scholarly art encyclopedia, covering both Western and non-Western art. First published as the landmark 34-volume Dictionary of Art, edited by Jane Turner, the content of Grove Art encompasses all aspects of visual culture.

Product URL: www.oxfordartonline.com
Product Description: www.oxfordartonline.com/public/about

Grove Music Online

Grove Music Online is the leading online resource for music research. Offering full-text access to music scholarship, online-only entries, and multimedia content it is the unsurpassed authority on all aspects of music.
Oxford Dictionaries

Oxford Dictionaries is the destination whenever users need language guidance: every time they need to know the meaning or pronunciation of a word, how to translate it into another language, or whether they’re using it correctly. It’s the first point of reference and guide to the language of today. Language matters, and Oxford Dictionaries is committed to bringing users the benefit of our language expertise to help connect with the world.

Product URL: [https://premium.oxforddictionaries.com/us](https://premium.oxforddictionaries.com/us)
Product Description: [premium.oxforddictionaries.com/us/words/how-to-subscribe](https://premium.oxforddictionaries.com/us/words/how-to-subscribe)

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography

*Oxford Dictionary of National Biography* is the national record of men and women who have shaped British history and culture, worldwide, from the Romans to the 21st century. The Dictionary offers concise, up-to-date biographies written by named, specialist authors. The product contacts over 60,000 biographies, and has 11,000 portraits of significant, influential figures of British history.

Product URL: [www.oxforddnb.com](http://www.oxforddnb.com)
Product Description: [www.oxforddnb.com/page](http://www.oxforddnb.com/page)

Oxford English Dictionary Online

The *Oxford English Dictionary* (*OED*) is widely regarded as the accepted authority on the English language. It is an unsurpassed guide to the meaning, history, and pronunciation of 600,000 words—past and present—from across the English-speaking world. The online edition includes the *Historical Thesaurus of the Oxford English Dictionary*, providing more depth and breadth than ever before.

Product URL: [www.oed.com](http://www.oed.com)
Product Description: [http://public.oed.com/about/](http://public.oed.com/about/)

Oxford Reference Premium

*Oxford Reference Premium* provides the best Oxford content for both quick fact-checking and deeper research. Receive all the titles in the foundation *Quick Reference* plus a selection of more in-depth, single-volume works from *Reference Library*, many of them Oxford Companions.

Product URL: [www.oxfordreference.com](http://www.oxfordreference.com)
Product Description: [www.oxfordreference.com/page/about](http://www.oxfordreference.com/page/about)

Oxford Reference Encyclopedias

Oxford is building dynamic digital encyclopedias in 20+ products that will be continuously updated by the world’s leading scholars, scientists, and researchers. With expert editors and peer-review, the ORE Project will combine the discoverability of digital with the standards of academic publishing.
Oxford World Classics (NEW IN 2021)

Oxford World Classics provides easy access to over 300 novels and other works from the 18th and 19th century. Includes famous authors, translations, and some works of non-fiction including Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, Fyodor Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment, Émile Zola’s Germinal, Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina, Charles Darwin’s The Origin of Species, and Olaudah Equiano’s The Interesting Narrative. Each edition has provision of critical introductions, additional explanatory notes, chronologies, and bibliographies, all written by leading scholars.

Product URL: www.oxfordworldsclassics.com
Product Description: www.oxfordworldsclassics.com/page/1147

What Everyone Needs to Know (NEW IN 2021)

What Everyone Needs to Know is a series offers a balanced and authoritative primer on complex current event issues and countries, spanning across popular topics and disciplines including Politics, Economics, Sciences, and Religion. These e-books are written by leading authorities and the question-and-answer format makes complex topics highly readable to give the reader the information they need to know now.

Product URL: www.whateveryoneneedstoknow.com
Product Description: www.whateveryoneneedstoknow.com/page/

Very Short Introductions

Very Short Introductions are the perfect starting point to a wide variety of subjects: from Climate to Consciousness, Game Theory to Ancient Warfare, Privacy to Islamic History, Globalization to Literary Theory. They are now available online, offering scholars and students OUP’s premier publishing series in an easily discoverable, fully cross-searchable, and highly accessible format. This online resource brings together over 400 titles from this well-known and established series. To download a full list of available titles, click here.

- Concentration Camps: A Very Short Introduction, by Dan Stone (University of London)
- Homer: A Very Short Introduction, by Barbara Graziosi (Durham University)

Product URL: www.veryshortintroductions.com
Product Description: www.veryshortintroductions.com/page/about